
Plan and prepare a scroll f 
by Silwa af Swaneholm 

 

This handout is based on how I prepare when I get a scroll assignment. 
For me the preparation and planning are as important as the painting 
and scribing part. I realized that the effort I put down in preparing for the 
scrolls often gives a much better result. There are many questions that I 
consider when I search for inspiration. 

A scroll for Mistress Whilja de Gothia inspired by a manuscript from 16th century Nürnberg 

 
Who is the receiver of the scroll? 
If the person I am to make a scroll for is another scribe I always feel 
more performance anxiety but it´s a lot of fun.  
All scribes know how much time and effort that goes into a scroll and 
therefore I really want to put extra time and effort into a scroll for scribes, 
even though I know it should not matter who the scroll´s for. 
If the scribe have a particular style on his/her scrolls I try to avoid that 
style since the person probably have more skills than I do in making that 
particular style. This however dosen´t always work, if the scribe for 
instance have expressed desires for a certain type of scroll that is in the 
same style. Sometimes I have had the opportunity to ask sneaky 
questions or have found information about what type of scroll a person 
would like. I like when I can get information like this regardless if the 
person is a scribe or not. 
 
There´s a list in the Dragons scribes group at Facebook where scribes 

 



can write what type of scroll that is a dream scroll for them. 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/dragon-scribes/what-do-scribes-like/82
5595384117705/ 
 
What period does the receiver recreate? 
If the person recreates the 16th century I try to find a manuscript from 
that century. If they also prefer a particular country or region, Germany 
for example, I try to find a 16th century German manuscript to get 
inspiration from. If it´s hard to find one from the right area, I think that it´s 
more important that the time period is correct. If I do not know what 
period the person does, then I tend to do scrolls in a style that I like or 
take the opportunity to try out something new. 
 
What award is it? 
Do you have to fit in award badges, coat of arms or something else in 
the illumination? Can for example a folio with a dragon be modified into a 
lindquistring? Or can I find a folio with shields on where I could swap the 
existing coat of arms to a personal one? 
Depending on what award it is, the time period of the inspiration can be 
more or less important. For example, when making a Dragon´s Bowle 
the inspiration is more important since the receiver is awarded for 
authenticity and usually within a certain time period while an Award of 
Arms is not that closely linked to the person doing a certain period. 

 
 
A Dragon´s 
bowle for 
Mistress Lia de 
Thornegge, 
inpiration from 
the Mira 
manuscript, 16th 
century. 
 
 
 

 

 



What does the person do in the society? 
If the person is very helpful and does a lot of work, an illumination with a 
busy worker on could be a good inspiration. If the person is a fighter 
maybe a illumination with a battle on would be more suitable. If there´s a 
human figure in the illumination I replace features, colour of the clothes 
or other things to make the illumination look like the receiver. 
What am I able to find out about the person if I don´t know him/her? 
Facebook could be a good place to find photos. They could help with 
figuring out what period the person recreates, or how they look and 
dress in case you want to put the person in an illumination. 
Is there anyone that know the person that you could ask? I have 
sometimes sent very cryptic e-mails where I ask if it´s ok to secretly ask 
some questions about someone, and if the person is okey with knowing 
what will happen during court. Make sure to be very exact with that this 
need to be kept secret, so select your advisors with care! 
 
 
How much time do you have to make the scroll?  
Is there time enough to try out new things or to remake the scroll if 
something fails? Is it a last minute scroll or do you have months to 
prepare? I try to choose a manuscript with a hand that I know well if the 
time is short and I also try to avoid big or advanced illuminations.  
If there is time I often choose something new to try out. Then I spend a 
couple of days or more studying the text, practicing it and trying to find 
ways how to write letters that can´t be found in the text. I think that the 
letter K is oftenhard to find. I sketch the layout, try to figure out what 
spacing to use and mark those on my paper/pergamenata/parchment. 
Then I write the whole text at least one time to make sure that it fits the 
layout. I also mix colours and try to find the right shades to fit the color 
palette of the original manuscript. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Inspiration, copy or freehand? 
We all like diffrent things. I prefare to use manuscript as inspiration 
rather then to do a scroll on freehand. If I don´t copy big parts of a folio I 
at least try to make the scroll in the same style as a certain manuscript. 
Sometimes I combine different folios from a manuscript into one scroll. 
You can also combine different manuscripts from the same time period 
to get the expression you want. It´s very period to copy!  
 

 
A scroll made by Mesterinne Katheryn Hebenstreitz where two different  

manuscripts has worked as inspiration 

  
When it comes to size it´s good to use standard sizes as A4 or A3, this 
makes it much easier (or at least cheaper) to frame. If the folio size is 
much smaller than a A4 I still use an A4, that way the white boarder 
get´s bigger. I think that a bigger margin much better than no margin at 
all. Most manuscripts have a white margin and if they don´t it is often 
because the book has been rebound and then they often cut down the 
egdes. Either way I think the layout becomes much more beautiful when 
there´s a white margin outside the bordure illumination. The margins 

 



also makes sure that parts of the illumination or text won´t disappear 
when framing the artwork. 
 
Sources for finding inspiration 
Besides books I use a lot of online sources. I often search for 
manuscripts on Pinterest, however when using Pinterest I always look 
up the source so that the information about the picture is correct.  
 
The British library have a good online catalogue of illuminated 
manuscripts. 
https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/introduction.asp 
You can also find a very good glossary here: 
https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/GlossA.asp 
 
The Oxford university, “A new catalogue of manuscripts” 
http://www.new.ox.ac.uk/new-catalogue-manuscripts 
 
“The Monastic Manuscript Project is a database of descriptions of 
manuscripts that contain texts relevant for the study of early medieval 
monasticism, especially monastic rules, ascetic treatises, vitae 
patrum-texts and texts related to monastic reforms…” 
http://www.earlymedievalmonasticism.org/index.html 
 
Some swedish manuscripts written in “fornsvenska” old swedish. 
https://www.manuscripta.se/browse/manuscripts 
 
 
This handout is written by me, Silwa af Swaneholm in the SCA  / Josefin 
Jansson in mundane life. If you have any questions, please contact me at: 
silwagoespurjo@gmail.com 
 

 

https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/GlossA.asp

